Trainee Graduation Will Be Tonight

**Peace Corps**

Ag Specialist Here Today

He is James C. Ward, first representative of the Peace Corps to arrive on campus to acquaint faculty and staff with plans for "Peace Corps Week" activities. He spoke on the week's topic, "Who Will Work in the Peace Corps?" Ward said he was impressed with the interest shown by Cal Poly in the Peace Corps.

**Attention Seniors!**

Attention Seniors! Your time has come! For the second time this year, a successful series of Peace Corps interviews will be conducted by the Peace Corps representative. The interviews will be held in the Peace Corps Office, 216 Administration Building, starting at 2 p.m. TODAY. Seniors who have not yet been interviewed are urged to attend.

**Talk Will Be In French**

**Budget Hearings Will Be Delayed**

Because of extensive interviews with Peace Corps representatives, there will be no student government budget committee meeting this morning. In order to avoid conflicts with Peace Corps activities, the budget committee will meet in the administration building Tuesday morning at 9 a.m. This change in schedule has been approved by the Senate.

**Ukraine To Be Represented By Poly MUN Delegation**

By order of the UNESCO, Poly MUN will be represented at the MUN conference by the following delegates: Richard Bertram, Robert Irwin, and John L. Brown. The delegates will be responsible for representing their country's interests and advocating policies that align with their country's socio-economic and political goals.

**SAC REPORT**

Dining Hall Authorities Explain Food Machines

Reasons for installing food vending machines in the Spang have been explained during this week's SAC meeting. Mr. Gerry H. Howlett, director of dining services, said that the Authority purchased the machines because of the popularity of "snack bars" and "snack stands" in other institutions. The Authority also hopes to increase student participation in the food program. The machines are expected to be in operation next week.

**Metals Scholarship Honors Supporter**

Michael J. Wigglesworth, head of the French Department, has been named the "Sonny May" Scholarship Honoree. The award is given to a student who has demonstrated excellence in French studies.

**Poly May Headquarter Civil Defense Hospital**

Poly's May headquarters will be located in the Civil Defense Hospital, a new facility designed to accommodate the needs of Poly's growing student body. The hospital will provide a comfortable and efficient environment for students and faculty, ensuring their continued success.

**Caucus Group Completes 13 Weeks**

The Peace Corps group has completed 13 weeks of training, during which participants have been exposed to various aspects of cultural and political life in the countries in which they will serve. The group has been represented in California, the United States, and has been involved in various activities and experiences.

**Rainmaker' Cast Chosen**

The students and faculty of Cal Poly are excited about the upcoming production of "Rainmaker," which will be directed by Professor James C. Ward. The cast includes outstanding talent from the university, including seasoned actors and promising newcomers. The play will be performed in the Little Theater at 8 p.m. tonight.

**RILW Activities Answer 'Who Cares?' For Many**

RILW, the Religious Inter-Racial Life Week organization, has been actively involved in answering the question, "Who Cares?" through a series of activities and discussions. The group has been successful in engaging students and providing meaningful experiences for those involved.

**Chancellor Will Evaluate Need For Lompoc Center**

The University of California at Los Angeles is currently evaluating the need for a Lompoc Center. The Chancellor will evaluate the potential benefits and drawbacks of establishing such a center, considering the needs of the local community and the availability of resources.

**Injured Coed Returns; Still in King City**

A coed who was injured in a fall in the dormitory has returned to King City, where she is recovering. She was injured while taking part in a physical education class.

**Call For Coleman's Article**

Dr. Irwin C. Feustel, western area coordinating and senior faculty advisor, has requested that students consider writing articles for the ASB office. The articles will be used to inform students about various issues and promote a culture of engagement and participation.
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College Union Unifies Campus: Lawson

"It's time to have a College Union on this campus," said John Lawson, the new president of the College Union. "I believe that the College Union is needed to improve the campus life for all students." By JOHN LAWSON

College Union is thought of as that portion of the co-curricular activities which serve to unify students, faculty and their guests through educational experiences that are not part of the regular academic curriculum. Lawson, president of the College Union, said that the College Union is the most effective way to improve the campus life for all students.

GAMES AND HOBBIES: The College Union plans to offer a variety of games and hobbies for all students. These include:

- Board games
- Card games
- Computer games
- Puzzle games

These activities will be held in the Student Union every Friday night.
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El Mustang Subscription $2.00 per year

Mustang! Keep your friends, parents and relatives up-to-date on campus activities. End hours of letter writing about campus events by sending El Mustang to them. Mail your subscription order today.

A Seals gift for Valentine's Day birthdays, anniversaries, or just a thoughtful gesture to your home town friend.

Fill out the handy order blank below and mail your check, cash or money order to:

El Mustang Subscriptions
Graphic Arts 228
Cal Poly Campus

Your Name
Address

PLEASE SEND EL MUSTANG TO:

Name
Address

KIMBALL TIRE COMPANY

We're looking forward to meeting you

252 Higuera Street
LI 3-6767

BOOKCASES! BOOKCASES!

ALL HEIGHTS + ALL WIDTHS
Ready-To-Finish

MANUFACTURERS

ALL MODERN MATERIALS

GLIDDEN PAINT CENTER
College Square Shopping Center
904 Football Blvd.

We'll be on the campus on the dates listed below, ready to give engineering and science seniors information on space careers in a dynamic industry.

If you are looking for a company offering assignments on programs of unique interest and career potential, you'll be interested in the advantages Boeing can offer you.

Boeing, for instance, is a major contractor on such advanced programs as the Saturn S-I-C rocket engine, the X-20 Dyna-Soar space glider, the world-famous Minuteman ICBM, and the Roman defense missile system. Boeing is also the world's foremost designer and builder of multi-jet aircraft, including the post-Jet B-52H missile bomber, the KC-135 tanker-transport, the C-130 cargo-carrier, and the famous Boeing 707, 720 and 727 jetliners. In addition, Boeing's Vertol Division is one of America's leading designers and builders of helicopters.

Research projects at Boeing are under way in such advanced fields as control systems, space vehicles, nuclear and atomic energy, plasma physics, flight sciences, space flight and propulsion. Exchanging Boeing programs offer exceptional opportunities to obtain B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in aeronautical, mechanical, electrical, electronic and industrial engineering, and in engineering mechanics, engineering physics as well as mathematics and physics. Assignments are available in Washington, Pennsylvania, Kansas, Louisiana, Alabama, California and Florida.

You'll work in a small group where individual ability and initiative put photos of visibility. You'll enjoy many other advantages, including an opportunity to take graduate courses at company expense to help you get ahead faster.

Drop in to your Placement Office and arrange for an interview. We're looking forward to meeting you!

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday—February 4, 5 and 6

Boeing

Division: Am. Rev.—Military Aircraft Systems | Transport | Western Automobile Products | Also Boeing General Research Laboratories

351-6453

EIN Number: 44-10196

The subscription price is $2.00 per year.
EL MUSTANG

Fecher, Hooper, to Host Hartnell

Handball Tourney to Start Monday

Intramural handball tourney, which will be limited to four personal fouls instead of the usual five, will begin Monday night. This should serve as a warning to those who have fouled out. This season, will be ineligible for intramural basketball.

North Facility, still active Bob Cousy to form

Beck, Inst year's CCAA rebounder and

Rommel, 1970's scoring champ, will fit here:

The late Grantland Rice's book "When the One Great Scorer Comes to Mark Against Your Soul," would fit here. There is a score of 100, which is the number of touches in the Big Ten. But this is not the score of the game. It is the score of life. It is the score of the soul. It is the score of the mind. It is the score of the body.

Intramural

Yardley, Monday and Tuesday night;

The man to talk to about your job opportunity at Pacific Telephone

Jack Sutch, Cal Poly '57 Traffic Superintendant

"I think my own history with Pacific Telephone has helped me understand the company's role in college graduates' lives. When I look back at my own career, I find太平洋 Telephone has offered opportunities to exercise individual judgment and creativity. As a result, I have seen first hand the tremendous, opportunity for advancement provided by the company's dynamic nature and progressive philosophy."